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Human being have values of humanistik. That thing very the necessary for society, children, and 

adolescent as generation router of nation. Assess humanistik can be obtained from various form, 

one of them with article. Novel is one of the element of is forwarding of value of humanistik in 

writing. Novel “Tragedy in top of the mountain” masterpiece of DR. this Najib Mahfouz isn't it 

concerning value of humanistik which consist in in it. To that, researcher entitle “Analysis 

Assess Universal Humanistik in Novel Translation Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain” 

Masterpiece of DR. Najib Mahfouz Novel “ Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain” masterpiece of 

DR. this Najib Mahfouz depict concerning human values reality. Pursuant to that thing was, 

problem the checked is as following 1) how august ethic kindness value [of] figure 2) how 

picture assess strong personality of figure 3) how picture assess existing figure responsibility in 

translation novel “ Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain” masterpiece of DR. Najib Mahfouz. On 

that account, This Research aim to to obtain;get deskripsi concerning values of humanistik which 

there are in translation novel “Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain” masterpiece of Dr. Najib 

Mahfouz. Data weared in this research is in the form of presentation dialogued, and monologue 

of narasi which there are in translation novel “Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain” masterpiece of 

DR. Najib Mahfouz. 

Method which used in this research is method of deskritif qualitative, because this research of 

exsplaining concerning human value which have the character of public. Of obtained data there 

is 8 problems analysed by researcher which including values of humanistik, that is: godfearing 

human being to God which Is Single The Most, smart Human being, skillful human being, 

virtuous human being, Human being owning personality of strength, Constructor human being, 

thick Human being was spirit [of] him nationality, Human being in charge of. From result 

analyse data can be concluded that in translation novel “Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain” 1) 

image of fair august ethic kindness value always, and not individualistic to humanity 2) image of 

value personality of strength which always be honest, owning confidence in any situation for the 

shake of the him of peacefulness 3) image of responsibility value in the form of caring, bravery, 

and awareness to others which there are in translation novel “Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain” 

masterpiece of DR. Najib Mahfouz. 

Therefore, this research is expected can useful and can add knowledge to all academicians, 

reader, and other researcher as reference concerning universal humanistik value. 

 

Abstract 

Human beings have values of humanistic. That very thing Necessary for the society, children, and 

Adolescent as generation routers of the nation. Assess humanistic cans be obtained from Various forms, 



one of Them with the article. The novel is one of the element of is the forwarding of the value of 

humanistic in writing. Novel "Tragedy in the top of the mountain" masterpiece of DR. Najib Mahfouz this 

not it Concerning the humanistic value of the which consist in in it. To that, researcher entitle "Universal 

Assess Humanistic Analysis in Translation Novel Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain" Masterpiece of DR. 

Najib Mahfouz novel "Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain" masterpiece of DR. this Najib Mahfouz 

Concerning Human values depict reality. Pursuant to That thing was, checked the problem is as 

Following 1) how ethical August Kindness value [of] figure 2) assess how strong personality picture of 

figure 3) assess existing picture how figure responsibility in translation novel "Tragedy in Top Of The 

Mountain "masterpiece of DR. Najib Mahfouz. On that account, This Research AIM to to obtain, get a 

description of humanistic values Concerning the which there are in translation novel "Tragedy in Top Of 

The Mountain" masterpiece of Dr. Najib Mahfouz. Data weared in this research is in the form of 

presentation dialogued, and monologue of the narrative the which there are in translation novel 

"Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain" masterpiece of DR. Najib Mahfouz.  

Method Used in this research the which is the method of descriptive qualitative, Because this research 

exsplaining Concerning Human values of the which have the character of the public. Of the data 

obtained there is' eight problems analysed by researcher Including the which of humanistic values, that 

is: godfearing human being to God the which Is Single The Most, smart human being, skillful human 

being, Virtuous human being, Human beings Owning personality of strength, Constructors human being, 

Human beings thick was the spirit [of] nationality uterus, the Human being in charge of. From result of 

data Analyse cans be concluded That in translation novel "Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain" 1) the 

image of fair value August Kindness always ethical, and not individualistic to humanity 2) the image of 

value, the personality of the which strength always be honest, Owning confidence in any situation for 

the shake of the uterus of peacefulness 3) image of responsibility value in the form of caring, Bravery, 

and awareness to others the which there are in translation novel "Tragedy in Top Of The Mountain" 

masterpiece of DR. Najib Mahfouz.  

Therefore, this research is expected cans and cans add useful knowledge to all academicians, reader, 

and other researcher as reference Concerning universal humanistic values. 


